The Director
Select Committee on Social, Public and Affordable Housing
Parliament House
Macquarie Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000

socialhousing@parliament.nsw.gov.au

Dear Sir/Madam
Inquiry into social, public and affordable housing

Legal Aid NSW welcomes the opportunity to respond to the terms of reference to the
Legislative Council Inquiry into social, public and affordable housing currently being
conducted by the Social, public and affordable housing Committee.
Legal Aid NSW is an independent statutory body established under the Legal Aid
Commission Act 1979 (NSW) to provide legal assistance, with a particular focus on
the needs of people who are economically or socially disadvantaged. Legal Aid NSW
provides information, community legal education, advice, minor assistance and
representation, through a large in-house legal practice and through grants of aid to
private practitioners.
Our civil law solicitors advise clients living in social and public housing, with a
particular focus on clients experiencing, or at risk of, eviction or homelessness.
Where appropriate, we litigate on behalf of our clients. This practical experience
provides a strong base from which to provide comment to the inquiry.
In this submission we will focus on two issues relevant to the inquiry;
1. the role of residential tenancy legislation in the provision of affordable housing
and
2. improving the internal decision-making processes of Housing NSW and review of
Housing NSW decisions.
Role of residential tenancy legislation in the provision of affordable housing

Residential tenancy legislation can place stresses and demands on the social
housing system. In our experience, many tenants renting in the private market in
NSW are anxious about the security and affordability of their housing. The
Residential Tenancies Act 2010 does not provide adequate protection from arbitrary
or unfair eviction, or from excessive rent increases. This lack of protection often
results in tenants forgoing other rights, such as requesting repairs.
There are two changes that could be implemented to make private tenancy more
secure and less open to exploitation. They are:
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(a) remove the ability of a private landlord to seek termination for no grounds, and
(b) improve the determination process for excessive rent increases.
Remove the ability of a private landlord to seek termination without stating a
ground
Under the current Act, a landlord may serve on a tenant a 'no grounds' notice of
termination, giving 30 days' notice to end the tenancy at the expiration of the term of
the agreement, or 90 days' notice for a periodic agreement. If the landlord then
applies to the NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal to obtain possession of the
property, the Tribunal has no discretion to refuse the order unless the tenant can
establish that the eviction was retaliatory.
A landlord will always have a reason to seek to end a tenancy, and should not be
able to shelter behind a 'no grounds' notice if that reason is discriminatory, retaliatory
or otherwise unfair. This is the reason that notices of this type are not used in social
housing, and neither should they be available in the private market.
The Act already contains a number of grounds on which a landlord may terminate a
tenancy, including for breach, or to require the property to live in or sell. However, in
our experience, private landlords rarely use termination notices other than 'no
grounds' notices, except in the case of rent arrears. The ability to serve a 'no
grounds' notice should be removed from the legislation and replaced with the ground
of 'other reason not listed'. Final authority would then rest with the Tribunal to decline
to end a tenancy if appropriate.
Improve the determination process for excessive rent increases
The current legislation places the burden of proof on the tenant to establish that a
rent increase is 'excessive'. This places a significant burden on tenants and can
leave them vulnerable if they are not able to obtain sufficient information to challenge
a rent increase. Landlords are best placed to access and outline this information.
Legal Aid NSW recommends that the onus of proof in excessive rent increase
determinations should be placed on the party with the greater access to the relevant
information, namely, the landlord.
Housing NSW - internal decision-making and review

Housing NSW is charged with the management of the state's public housing stock.
As a government agency, there is an expectation that it will not only be efficient and
effective in its administration, but also fair, equitable, accountable and transparent.
These characteristics are the embodiment of good governance. It is therefore
important for Housing NSW to ensure that:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policies and legislation are correctly applied
It is clear what factors are taken into account in a decision
Decisions are made in a timely manner
Adequate reasons are given for decisions
Decisions are consistent across the Department
Discretion is exercised in appropriate cases
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We have found that where these practices are not followed, problems can be
exacerbated by a confusing arrangement of policies and the absence of a proper
system of review. Presently, a person aggrieved by a decision of Housing NSW may
apply to the Housing Appeals Committee (HAC). The HAG has no basis in legislation
and is only able to make a recommendation that may or may not be implemented by
Housing NSW. Housing NSW's own policies provide no guidance about the
circumstances in which a HAC recommendation might be implemented.
Further, after the HAC stage there is no further mechanism for merit review of
decisions nor any easily accessible forum for judicial review. The sole recourse
available is to seek judicial review in the Supreme Court. Legal Aid NSW currently
has conduct of a number of these cases, and they are prohibitively expensive for
both the applicant and Housing NSW. It is recourse that would be beyond the means
of most, and especially the economically and socially disadvantaged that are the
people that typically interact with Housing NSW.
Legal Aid NSW recently had carriage in the Supreme Court of the judicial review
matter of Twadde// v New South Wales Land and Housing Corporation [2014]
NSWSC 7, and a copy of the judgment is attached to this submission. That case
concerned the decision to cancel a tenant's rent subsidy following an allegation that
her former partner resided in the property. The subsidy was cancelled by the tenant's
local Housing NSW office despite internal advice from the Tenant Fraud Unit to not
do so (see paragraph 26). Our client sought review at the Housing Appeals
Committee, which recommended that the subsidy should be reinstated. This
recommendation was not implemented by Housing NSW, which then took steps to
terminate our client's tenancy. With the assistance of Legal Aid NSW, the tenant was
able to have the decision of Housing NSW set aside. The NSW Land and Housing
Corporation has since filed a Notice of Intention to Appeal in the Court of Appeal in
respect of this decision.
This case illustrates the action and resources currently required to correct decisions
of Housing NSW. But for the intervention of Legal Aid NSW, the tenant and her
children would have lost their public housing tenancy.
Instead of having to take action of this magnitude, review of Housing NSW decisions
should be available in the Administrative and Equal Opportunity Division of the NSW
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (NCAT). This is the forum of review for many other
government decisions and the Division has the expertise to efficiently deal with these
matters. Representation at the NCAT is not required and its processes are geared
towards accessibility for non-represented parties.
Having recourse to accessible review encourages a culture of good decision-making
within an agency and can lead to substantial improvements to processes and
practice. It would also promote good governance by enhancing public perceptions of
the fairness of Housing NSW decision-making.
Further, greater accountability can be achieved by having Housing NSW policies
drafted in a more consistent, accessible and integrated manner. Guidelines should
also be issued to provide guidance to the decision-makers, the public and their
advisers.

Legal Aid NSW appreciates the opportunity to provide these submissions. For further
information, please contact Damien Hennessy on (02) 4629 2753 or by email at
damien.hennessy@legalaid.nsw.gov.au.
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Yours sincerely

Bill Grant
Chief Executive Officer
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JUDGMENT
1

HER HONOUR: This is an application for judicial review of a decision
under the Housing Act 2001. The application also seeks review of two
internal decisions affirming the original decision but there is a dispute as to
whether those decisions are amenable to the review now sought.
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Tanya Twaddell is a tenant of the New South Wales Land and Housing
Corporation, which is established under s 6 of the Housing Act. The
tenancy commenced on 17 April 2000. It was a term of the tenancy
agreement that Mrs Twaddell give the Corporation written notice within 28
days of any change of household membership or the number of persons
-2

residing in the premises for longer than 28 days (clause 29.1, page 15 of
exhibit A).

3

Between 25 January 2004 and 6 November 2006, the Corporation was on
notice that Mrs Twaddell's husband, Mr Raymond Twaddell, was residing
in the household as an additional occupant. At some later point the
Corporation was informed that the couple had separated and that, from 6
November 2006, Mr Twaddell was not or would no longer be an occupant
(page 69 of exhibit A). From about December 2006, on the strength of that
information, Mrs Twaddell was granted a rental rebate in accordance with
s 56 of the Housing Act, which reduced her weekly rent from $205 to
$108.15 (page 194 of exhibit A).

4

On 4 January 2011, after receiving an anonymous allegation that Mr
Twaddell and Mrs Twaddell's brother, Mr Matthew Marks, had been
residing at the premises, the Corporation decided to cancel Mrs Twaddell's
rental rebate and to debit her rental account retrospectively with a debt of
$12,235.79.

5

Mrs Twaddell sought internal (''first-tier") review and external ("second
tier") review of that decision. Each of those applications was unsuccessful.
Mrs Twaddell now seeks judicial review of the original decision and of
each of the review decisions affirming that decision.

6

The application invokes the jurisdiction recognised in s 69 of the Supreme

Court Act 1970. The grounds of review are set out in an amended
summons filed 2 August 2012.

Circumstances in which the application is brought

7

Mrs Twaddell tendered a bundle of documents obtained on notice to
produce and subpoena to the Corporation (exhibit A). There was no
objection to the admission of that material into evidence. The Corporation
acknowledged

at the hearing that the bundle reproduces the Corporation's
•3•

documents in the order in which that material was produced in response to
the notice to produce and the subpoena (T47-48).
8
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The three decisions of which review is sought are:
(a)

the Corporation's decision notified by letter dated 4
January 2011 to cancel Mrs Twaddell's rental rebate
retrospectively and to raise a debt of$12,235.79
against her rental account (page 78 of exhibit A);

(b)

the Corporation's decision notified by letter dated 17
October 2011 to affirm the original decision (page 106
of exhibit A);

(c)

the Corporation's decision made on or about 30
January 2012 not to accept the recommendation of
the Housing Appeals Committee made on 12
December 2011 and to affirm the original decision
(recorded at page 165 of exhibit A).

The Corporation's power to grant rental rebate is contained in s 56 of the
Housing Act. The power to vary or cancel any rental rebate granted under

s 56 is contained in s 57 of the Act. In each case, the power is expressed
to arise after "making" (s 56) or "conducting" (s 57) "an investigation under
section 58".
10

The power to vary or cancel a rebate may be exercised with retrospective
operation, in which event the amount of any overpayment can be
recovered. Section 57(4) of the Act provides:
(4)

If the Corporation reduces or cancels a tenant's rental
rebate under this Part with effect from a preceding date,
the Corporation may, by notice in writing to the tenant,
require the tenant to pay to the Corporation:
(a)

an amount equal to any rental rebate or part of a
rental rebate received by the tenant on or after the
date that the variation or cancellation took effect to
which, because of the variation or cancellation, the
tenant was not entitled, and
-4

(b)
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interest (at the rate prescribed under section 101 of
the Civil Procedure Act 2005 In respect of unpaid
judgments) on any outstanding amount under
paragraph (a) from a date specified in the notice,
being a date not earlier than the date on which the
notice is issued to the tenant.

A critical issue in the present application is the content of the requirement
to conduct an investigation under s 58. That section provides:
58

Investigation of application
(1}

(2}
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The Corporation may make an investigation to
determine the weekly income of:
(a)

a person who is an applicant for, or a
recipient of, a rental rebate under this Part,
and

(b)

any other resident of the house in which that
person resides.

The Corporation may require a person who is an
applicant for, or a recipient of, a rental rebate under
this Part to produce such evidence as the
Corporation thinks fit of the person's weekly income
and of the weekly income of any other resident of
the house in which that person resides.

It was an agreed premise of the argument before me that the power to
cancel the rental rebate was not enlivened unless there had been an
investigation within the meaning of that section (see T18.17). The Court of
Appeal has recently confirmed the correctness of that premise, whilst also
holding that the required investigation need not be confined to the purpose
stated in the section (of determining the weekly income of the relevant
persons). The Court further held that the considerations relevant to the
exercise of the power are not confined to the matters discovered upon
such investigation or to matters pertaining to income: see New South

Wales Land and Housing Corporation v Navazi [2013] NSWCA 431 at [7)
per Barrett JA; at [29), [38] and [47) per Leeming JA; and see [3] per
Basten JA.
-5
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Basten JA expressed the tentative view that, since the investigation
contemplated under s 58 is directed to determining the weekly income of
the relevant persons, whereas "it may readily be envisaged that a person
may be ineligible on other grounds", s 58 arguably does not operate in all
cases. However, as already noted, it was conceded by the Corporation
that it operated in the circumstances of the present case. The present
application is accordingly governed by the principle stated by the Court of
Appeal in Navazithat the purpose identified ins 58 (of determining the
weekly income of the relevant persons) must be a purpose of the
investigation, but need not be its sole purpose.

14

The decision in Navazi also holds that there is no requirement that the
investigation be exhaustive or conclusive. Leeming JA said (at [46]):
The Act leaves all those matters uncircumscribed. Putting to one
side an "investigation" where there was no bona fide attempt to
obtain information, there is no reason to imply a minimal standard
of diligence or success which must be attained before there is an
"investigation under section 58".
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Those remarks reveal that, while there is no minimum standard of
diligence or success, there must at least be a bona fide attempt to obtain
information. His Honour was plainly referring in that context to information
on the topic identified in s 58, namely, the weekly income of the relevant
persons.
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The event that prompted the Corporation to re-assess Mrs Twaddell's
entitlement to a rental rebate was the receipt in May 2010 of anonymous
allegations through the Corporation's "fraud and corruption hotline". There
does not appear to be any contemporaneous record of those allegations.
Two records were forwarded to the Tenant Fraud Unit by email on 24 June
2010 but it is not clear whether those emails were intended to pass on the
May allegations or whether they were separate reports by the same or a
different complainant (see pages 37-388 of exhibit A). In any event, it is
clear enough that the Corporation received an anonymous allegation that
-6

Raymond Twaddell had been residing at the premises for four years and
that Matthew Mark had been residing there for a period variously referred
to as being in the order of one to four months. It was also alleged that
Raymond Twaddell had been arrested some time earlier for growing
cannabis at the premises (see pages 37 and 65 of exhibit A).
17

On 18 June 2010, the Corporation wrote to Mrs Twaddell informing her of
the first part of the allegation (that Raymond Twaddell and Matthew Mark
had been residing at the premises) and requesting her to attend an
interview. The letter referred to the Corporation's power to undertake an
investigation in the terms of s 58 of the Act (page 35 of exhibit A).
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Separately, on the same day, the department requested information from
the New South Wales Police concerning the allegation that drugs had
been found at the premises (page 33 of exhibit A). On 28 June 2010,
police responded to that request by providing a statement of facts relating
to the arrest of Raymond Twaddell on 11 January 2008 for possession of
two cannabis plants in the rear yard of the premises. The statement of
facts recorded that Raymond Twaddell admitted ownership of the cannabis
plants.

19

Mrs Twaddell attended the Corporation for an interview on 6 July 2010.
Exhibit A does not contain any contemporaneous note of that interview. A
summary of the interview contained in a memorandum dated 25 August
201 O records discussion only of the issue whether Raymond Twaddell and
Matthew Mark were in fact residing at the premises, as alleged by the
anonymous caller (page 65 of exhibit A).

20

On 7 July 2010, Ms Rachel Weir on behalf of the Corporation requested
further information from Mrs Twaddell. The request was made in the
following terms:
•

Information to confirm Matthew Mark's residential address.
Bank statements, driver's licence or proof of rental details.
-7

•

Information to confirm Raymond Twaddell's residential
address. Bank statements, proof of rental details, copy of
lease.

21

The letter sought no information as to the income of either man.

22

As already noted, the Corporation acknowledges that the documents in
exhibit A replicate the original bundle of material as produced by the
Corporation on subpoena in these proceedings. The sequence in which
that material appears suggests that the only information in relation to
Raymond Twaddell and Matthew Marks provided by Mrs Twaddell in
response to Ms Weir's letter was the material at pages 45 to 56 of exhibit

A. That conclusion is reinforced by the contents of the memorandum
dated 25 August 2010 which lists the "requested documentary evidence
provided" (pages 65 to 66 of exhibit A). I am satisfied that the material
provided by Mrs Twaddell in response to Ms Weir's request was as
follows:
(a)

a handwritten letter by Raymond Twaddell. Mr
Twaddell stated "I will not deny that I do visit my
children everyday, as you could well understand. But I
do not live there." He explained that the previous
three to four years had been tumultuous and that,
during that time, he had had multiple residences
including three specified addresses at Eaglevale,
lngleburn and Ambarvale and "a few other places
along the way". Mr Twaddell explained that he
worked locally, which made visiting easier. He said
that, since he had not had a stable place of residence
following the breakdown of his marriage, it had been
convenient to keep the Housing Commission premises
as his address.
Mr Twaddell also acknowledged that he had been
present at the premises when police executed a
search warrant and seized two marijuana plants. He
said "I told the police that this was my place of
residence to protect Tanya and the kids fearing they
would be evicted for my stupidity".
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Mr Twaddell also volunteered that Mrs Twaddell had
asked him to stay at her place on Tuesday nights "to
watch the kids" as she had recently started working on
those nights at Woolworths (pages 45 and 46 of
exhibit A);
(b)

a letter dated 13 July 2010 from the occupant of the
lngleburn address stating that Mr Twaddell had been
living with him for the past three months (page 47 of
exhibit A);

(c)

a letter from Steven and Susan Marks to "certify" that
Mr Twaddell had lived at the Eaglevale address with
them in 2008 prior to Mr Marks having a stroke (page
48 of exhibit A);

(d)

a letter from the occupant of the Ambarvale address
stating that Mr Twaddell lived with them for 20 months
(undated) (page 49 of exhibit A);

(e)

a letter from Mrs Twaddell providing details consistent
with the other correspondence (page 50 of exhibit A);

(f)

a letter from Steven and Susan Marks to "certify" that
Matthew Marks was then living with them at the
Eaglevale address (page 51 of exhibit A);

(g)

a Telstra bill dated 10 June 2010 addressed to Mr M J
Marks at the Eaglevale address (page 52 of exhibit A);

(h)

a notice of assessment from the Australian Taxation
Office dated 9 September 2009 addressed to Mr
Matthew Marks at the Eaglevale address (page 53 of
exhibit A);

(i)

a letter from the Australian Taxation Office to Mr
Twaddell dated 28 April 2008 addressed to the
Eaglevale address (page 54 of exhibit A);

(j)

two superannuation letters dated 19 March 2008 and
4 December 2009 addressed to Mr Twaddell at a
different Ambarvale address (pages 55 and 56 of
exhibit A);

-9
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The different Ambervale address identified in the last two letters listed
above later assumed some significance. That address will be referred in
this judgment as the second Ambarvale address

24

The only information relating to the income of either Raymond Twaddell or
Matthew Marks contained in that material is the notice of assessment
addressed to Matthew Marks. It is clear that the notice was supplied to the
Corporation in response to Ms Weir's request for information to confirm
Matthew Marks' residential address. The notice relates to the year ending
30 June 2009, which is before the period identified by the anonymous
caller as the period during which Mr Marks allegedly resided at
Mrs Twaddell's premises.

25

On 3 August 2010, Mrs Twaddell made a fresh rent subsidy application
which included the information that on 10 June 2010 she had started work
(pages 57 to 60 of exhibit A). The application attached two pay slips. The
copies reproduced in exhibit A at pages 61 and 62 are difficult to read but
appear to be consistent with her having worked something in the order of
four to seven hours per week for the period disclosed in the application.

26

A memorandum prepared by an investigator of the tenant fraud unit dated
25 August 201 Oset out a careful and considered analysis of that material
and recorded the conclusion that the evidence provided by the tenant was
stronger than the evidence held by the Corporation (pages 65 to 67 of
exhibit A). The memorandum made no recommendation for further action
by the tenant fraud unit. That appears to have disposed of any suggestion
of criminal proceedings.

27

Ms Weir then prepared a memorandum dated 24 September 201 O
recommending that Mrs Twaddell's rental subsidy nonetheless be
cancelled from 19 November 2006 to 29 August 2010 (pages 69 to 70 of
exhibit A). The memorandum calculated an estimated debt of $20,029.20.
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The memorandum appears to have been annotated by the team leader on
9 November 201 O with a recommendation "that no further action in this
matter be warranted". II is not clear whether that recommendation was
confined to the issue of any criminal prosecution or whether it also
comprehended the issue of rental rebate.

29

In any event, on 12 November 2010, Ms Gemma Cooney evidently formed
a different view. She wrote (in an email):

Following a review of the reports and evidence provided I believe
HNSW is within its rights to challange (sic) the integrity of the
evidence provided, as I have determined that one of the addresses
provided as an alternative address for Mr Twaddell ls also a
HNSW property and that Mr Tweddell was never included or
approved at that address as an additional occupant.
HNSW will calculated the outstanding debt for dates that evidence
supports his occupancy (approximately $9,500) and will proceed
will proceed with action at the CTTT to recoup the outstanding
debt or seek termination. Staff will also interview the occupant at
[the second Ambarvale address) concerning Mr Twaddell's
unauthorised occupancy for the period between 08/09 to
determine the validity of the tenant's statement, and if confirmed
will calculate the debt owing to HNSW by the tenant at [the second
Ambarvale address], if the tenant subsequently denies Mr
Twaddell resided at the address action may be taken against the
tenant for providing a false statement to HNSW, and the debt will
then be included on to Ms Twaddell's rental account.
30

Mr Smith, who appeared with Ms McWilliam for the Corporation, submitted
that Ms Cooney's email set out above should be regarded as the record of
the decision to cancel Mrs Twaddell's rental rebate. The only further
consideration following that email was a series of exchanges about the
calculation of the debt, including the following email dated 4 January 2011
by Ms Weir:
Genene, I have completed the fraud and done the account
adjustments for this tenancy. We now have to investigate [the
second Ambarvale address] for non disclosure for Raymond
Twaddell for between March 2008 until January 2010, this will
have to be done when we get another CSO, if we can't prove the
non disclosure for [the second Ambarvale address) then we will
have to put the debt on [Mrs Twaddell's address].
- 11 
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Acknowledging that I must not distract myself with the merits of the
decision under review, it is difficult to understand the basis for Ms Weir's
conclusion that Raymond Twaddell had lived at the second Ambarvale
address between March 2008 and January 2010. Those dates appear to
have been drawn from the two superannuation letters directed to Mr
Twaddell at that address (pages 55 and 56 of exhibit A). However, within
the material provided at the same time, the Corporation had a document
dated 28 April 2008 directed to Mr Twaddell at the Eaglevale address, the
home of Mrs Twaddell's parents, and a letter from them stating that he was
living with them in 2008. Mr Twaddell had never put the second
Ambarvale address forward as an address at which he Jived during that
time.

32

As already noted, the Corporation submitted that the record of the decision
to cancel the rental rebate was Gemma Cooney's email dated 12
November 2010 (part of page 76 of exhibit A). Mr Robinson SC, who
appeared with Ms Gumbert for Mrs Twaddell, submitted that the relevant
document recording the decision was the letter dated 4 January 2011 from
Ms Weir to Mrs Twaddell (page 78 of exhibit A). In that letter, Ms Weir
wrote:
As you are aware, Housing NSW has received information that:

33

•

Your husband Raymond Twaddell had been residing at
your premises between November 2006 and March 2008.

•

Housing NSW was also provided information that your
husband provided your address as his residential address
to the RTA between 2004 to 2010.

•

Housing has been provided with information that your
husband is currently residing at your premises and has
been since January 2010.

The letter stated that, after considering all the circumstances, it had been
decided that Mrs Twaddell had failed to disclose the matters recorded in
- 12 

the first and third bullet points and that, "as a result", her rent subsidy had
been re-assessed.

34

The letter continued:
Due to your subsidy reassessment, a total debt of $12,235.79 has
been placed on your rental account. As at 04 January 2011, your
current balance is now $12,418.42 in debit.

Grounds for review of the original decision

35

Mrs Twaddell relies upon the following grounds for review of the original
decision (paragraph 7 of the amended summons):

36

(a)

The original decision is affected by error in that the
decision-maker failed to comply with section 58 of the Act
before purporting to cancel or vary the plaintiff's rent
subsidy pursuant to section 57(1) of the Act.

(b)

The original decision is affected by error in that the
decision-maker failed to comply with section 57(4) of the
Act in that the decision-maker determined that the plaintiff
was required to pay an amount to the defendant pursuant
to the sub-section without first exercising her discretion.

(c)

Accordingly, by reason of the invalidity of the original
decision, the second and third decisions are also invalid in
that they rely or partly rely on the validity of the original
decision for their validity.

Ground 7(a) raises the jurisdictional issue whether the Corporation
conducted "an investigation under s 58".

37

The decision of the Court of Appeal in Navazi establishes that ii is wrong
to construe s 57 on the basis that the investigation under s 58 must have a
single purpose of determining the weekly income of the relevant persons.
As noted by Leeming JA at (38] of the decision, an investigation is "merely
a series of inquiries and analysis directed to a particular topic" and may
have "multiple characters and multiple purposes". Its nature may change
as it proceeds.

-13
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It may certainly be concluded from the material considered above that the
investigation in the present case had purposes other than the purpose
identified ins 58 (to determine the weekly income of the relevant persons).
The critical question is whether the purpose identified in s 58 was any part
of the purpose of the investigation at any stage before the original decision
was made. The Corporation accepted at the hearing before me that, if it
was not, the power to cancel or vary Mrs Twaddell's rental rebate was not
enlivened.

39

In determining that issue, it is not appropriate to attempt to ascertain
Ms Weir's actual purpose (or that of any other person involved in the
investigation). The task is to determine the character of the investigation
objectively: see Navazi at [41]. As revealed by Leeming JA's
consideration of the nature of an investigation, it is helpful to begin by
considering the particular topics to which the Corporation's inquiries and
analysis were directed.

40

My review of the material summarised above has led me to conclude that
the investigation made by the Corporation prior to its purported exercise of
the power to cancel Mrs Twaddell's rental rebate bore nothing of the
character of an investigation to determine the weekly income of the
relevant persons. The anonymous allegations received by the Corporation
related primarily to the presence of unauthorised additional occupants,
combined with the reference to a drug raid. Those were the topics to
which the Corporation's inquiries and analysis were directed.

41

It may be accepted that the question whether there was "any other
resident of the house" (apart from Mrs Twaddell) within the meaning of
s 58 was a threshold question which had to be determined before any
investigation of the topic identified in the section could be conducted. But
it would be false logic to conclude that, since an inquiry to determine
income requires identification of the relevant persons, an inquiry to identify
the relevant persons is an inquiry to determine income. Perhaps failure to
disclose the presence of additional residents, regardless of their income.
- 14 

was viewed as a discrete basis for exercising the power to cancel the
rebate (of the kind contemplated by Basten JA in Navazi at [3]} but that is
not the basis on which the present application was argued on behalf of the
Corporation. I am repeating myself, but ii was expressly acknowledged
that, if there was no investigation within the meaning of s 58 in the present
case, there was no power under s 57 to cancel the rebate (T18.17). No
other source of power to cancel the rebate was relied upon. The decision
was defended on the basis that the required investigation had been
conducted.
42

After a careful consideration of the material before me, I am satisfied that it
was no purpose of the investigation at any stage before the original
decision was made to determine the weekly income of either of the alleged
additional residents.

43

The Corporation relies upon the fact that the letter announcing the
investigation set out the purpose identified in s 58 in terms (page 35 of
exhibit A). I do not think that determines the character of the investigation
that in fact followed.

44

One of the documents relied upon by the Corporation as indicating the
character of the investigation as one to determine Raymond Twaddell's
weekly income is a notice of assessment to him from the Australian
Taxation Office dated 26 August 2010 (page 88 of exhibit A). The Court
was informed at the hearing that the Corporation could not say whether
that document was before the first decision-maker. Jn my view, it is clear
that it was not. As already noted, the evidence before the original
decision-maker is carefully listed in the memorandum dated 25 August
2010 {page 65 of the bundle). That material did not include any notice of
assessment in respect of Raymond Twaddell.

45

Three notices of assessment were provided to the Corporation (pages 86
to 88 of exhibit A). It is clear enough from the order in which the
documents appear in the bundle that those documents were provided in
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support of the application for first-tier review (page 84 of exhibit A). All
three were directed to Mr Tweddell within the relevant period at the
Eaglevale and lnglebum addresses he had previously nominated as
places where he had lived during that period.
46

Within the material relied upon by the Corporation on this issue, the only
other information concerning Mr Twaddell's income was the anonymous
complaint at page 37 of exhibit A, in which it is recorded that both
Raymond Twaddell and Matthew Marks "work full time" and the
memorandum prepared by Ms Weir dated 24 September 2010. In that
memorandum, Ms Weir records that, on 17 May 2010, a caller advised that
Mr Twaddell was working full time "and has an income of over $1,000 per
week". However, as already noted, there is no contemporaneous record of
that call anywhere in the Corporation's file (exhibit A). The source of Ms
Weir's understanding, over four months later, that a particular income was
specified by the caller is not clear.

47

In my view, the bare recitation of an anonymous allegation, with no
information as to the author of the information or his or her ability to know
the matters reported, indicates that there was no bona fide attempt to
obtain information about Raymond Twaddell's income. The investigation
focused, and focused exclusively (so far as he was concerned), on the
issue whether he was a resident of the house at any relevant time. That
was a necessary predicate to his being an object of any investigation to
determine income. However, there was no attempt to obtain any
information as to his income.

48

For those reasons, I am satisfied that there was no investigation within the
meaning of s 58 and, accordingly, that the power to cancel Mrs Twaddell's
rental rebate was not enlivened at the time the Corporation purportedly
made the original decision (whether that was on 12 November 2010 or on
4 January 2011).
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49

In my view, it follows that the second and third decisions are also invalid.
Each was a decision affirming the original decision. Each accordingly
implicitly assumed the validity of the original decision. That indeed is the
position for which the Corporation contends. It would follow from the
Corporation's position on that issue that my conclusion as to the original
decision is sufficient to dispose of the present application.

50

However, Mrs Twaddell also seeks judicial review of each of the internal
review decisions. Accordingly, in case my conclusion as to the original
decision is wrong, I do not think I am spared of the task of determining the
remaining grounds for review.

51

Ground (b) set out above relates to the determination that Mrs Twaddell
was required to pay an amount by way of debt to the Corporation. As
submitted by Mr Smith on behalf of the Corporation, that may more
appropriately be regarded as a separate decision from the decision to
cancel the rental rebate (although it would necessarily fall with that
decision).

52

Mr Robinson submitted thats 57(4) plainly confers a specific statutory
discretion on the decision-maker. He submitted that the power to require
the tenant to pay such an amount must be exercised on each occasion in
light of the circumstances at that time: R v Secretary of State for the Home

Department; ex parte Venables (1998] AC 407, 496-7. Mr Robinson
submitted that the record reveals that the discretion was not in fact
exercised. Rather, the author of the letter dated 4 January 2011 evidently
regarded the requirement to pay the amount identified as following
inexorably from the cancellation of the rental rebate.
53

Mr Robinson submitted that there was accordingly a failure to exercise the
specific discretion conferred bys 57(4) which constituted either
jurisdictional error or error of law on the face of the record. The
submissions put on behalf of the Corporation did not specific;:ally address
the proper characterisation of any such error, but it was not sought to
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contend that the Corporation had authority to make an error of that kind.
Apart from the dispute as to whether the relevant "decision" was the letter
dated 4 January 2011 (at page 78 of exhibit A) or the email dated 12
November 2010 (at page 76 of exhibit A), the parties did not address me
as to what constitutes the record of the decision (cf Navazi at [26]).
54

The Corporation submitted that there was nothing to show that the
discretion was not exercised. In particular, Mr Smith noted that no interest
was applied to the debt as provided for bys 57(4)(b) of the Act. He
submitted that this indicate! the decision to exercise the power to recover
the debt entailed specific deliberation and was not regarded as automatic.

55

I do not think the absence of any claim for interest informs the issue. The
subsection referred to permits the Corporation to require the tenant to pay
interest only after the date of the notice. It follows that no past interest
could have been claimed in the notice.

56

In my view, the terms of the letter dated 4 January 2011 confirm the
submission put on behalf of Mrs Twaddell that the decision-maker
regarded a requirement to pay the debt as following inexorably from the
decision under s 57(1) of the Act to cancel the rental rebate. The only
indication of any reason for exercising the power to recover the alleged
debt is that it was "due to your subsidy reassessment".

57

Consideration of the record relied upon by the Corporation as constituting
the decision (page 76 of exhibit A) only reinforces that conclusion.
Gemma Cooney's email dated 12 November 201 Oevidently regarded the
debt as an amount that had to be recovered, either from Mrs Twaddell or
from the occupier of the second Ambarvale address. That, of course, was
a false dichotomy. A third option (never evidently considered) was not to
recover the debt.

58

Rachel Weir adopted the same approach in her email dated 4 January
2011 (also page 76 of exhibit A, set out above). That is reinforced in Ms
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Weir's statement "if we can't prove the non-disclosure for [the second
Ambarvale address] then we will have to put the debt on [Mrs Twaddell's
house].
59

On any view as to what constitutes the relevant record, ii is clear in my
view that the Corporation regarded recovery of the debt as an imperative,
regardless of Mrs Twaddell's individual circumstances. Accordingly, had it
been necessary to decide the issue, I would have upheld ground 7(b).

Internal ("first-tier'') review
60

The letter notifying Mrs Twaddell of the original decision informed her that,
if she believed the wrong decision had been made, she could ask for a
formal review of the decision. Mrs Twaddell availed herself of that
opportunity by filing an application in the required form on 27 May 2011
(pages 84 and 85 of exhibit A).

61

As already noted, in ground 7(c) of the amended summons, Mrs Twaddell
contends that the invalidity of the original decision renders the two
decisions affirming the original decision invalid. As I have also already
indicated, in my view that is the correct position. That is the basis on
which the litigation was conducted in Navazi: see [25] of the judgment.
Unfortunately, however, that was not common ground at the hearing
before me. Whilst contending that the invalidity of the original decision
also renders the second and third decisions invalid, Mrs Twaddell
submitted that the second and third decisions are each amenable to
judicial review. The Corporation, on the other hand, submitted that the
second and third decisions have no statutory force and, accordingly, that I
need only concern myself with the first decision (see T36).

62

The curiosity of those competing contentions is that, notwithstanding
Mrs Twaddell's success on ground ?(a) and the Corporation's apparent
concession that the application should be determined accordingly, Mrs
Twaddell asks the Court to determine the correctness of the second and
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third decisions on the alternative premise. That approach poses an
interesting complication since, whereas the first decision-maker neither
sought nor obtained any information as to the weekly income of Raymond
Twaddell, information was placed before the decision-maker on the first
tier appeal which established Raymond Twaddell's taxable income for the
years ending 30 June 2007, 30 June 2008 and 30 June 2010.
63

The subjective purpose for which that information was placed before the
decision-maker was probably to demonstrate that he had notified the
Australian Taxation Office of residential addresses other than
Mrs Twaddell's address. However, the fact is that the material provided
the Corporation with information as to Raymond Twaddell's income. The
receipt of such information probably alters the objective character of the
investigation with the result that, unlike the original decision, the second
decision (if properly characterised as a separate administrative decision)
may be said to have been made after the Corporation had conducted an
investigation under s 58 of the Act.

64

The assessment of the application for internal review was completed by
Genene Paisley (presumably the person to whom Rachel Weir sent her
email dated 4 January 2011 set out above). Ms Paisley recommended
that the original decision stand.

65

In her appeal report, Ms Paisley said (at page 104 of exhibit A):
Mrs Twaddle (sic) has not substantiated to Housing NSW that
Mr Raymond Twaddle was not residing at her premises. The
documentation provided to HNSW from Mrs Twaddle are signed
letters from family and friends with no real dates to confimn Mr
Twaddle residing at the premises. Mr Twaddle did not change his
address when claiming that he lived at other residences other than
[Mrs Twaddell's premises]. Mr Twaddle is still the bill holder of
several amenity accounts within the household of [Mrs Twaddell's
premises] and when police completed a raid at the premises
Mr Twaddle provided his address as [Mrs Twaddell's premises].
Documentation that Mrs Twaddle supplied relating to the
addresses of Mr Twaddle have been taken into consideration and
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should be noted that the letters are not timeframe specific, are
letters written by friends and family (not statutory declarations) and
the other address supplied in that documentation relates to
another HNSW premises which has been confirmed that
Mr Twaddle was not residing at. The tenant [the second
Ambarvale address] has denied that Mr Twaddle was residing at
this premises and has provided a statutory declaration outlining
that Mr Twaddle has not resided at the premises since he was
removed from the household in 1998.
HNSW became aware of Mr Twaddle residing at the premises due
to several complaints received about his residency at [Mrs
Twaddell's premises]. Information that HNSW has in relation to Mr
Twaddle's residential address including Foxtel and amenities etc
indicate that Mr Twaddle is the account holder. It should be noted
that people will have bills in their name where they reside and no
other bills have been provided to HNSW for Mr Twaddle at another
address.
66

The decision-maker reviewed the appeal report and decided to decline the
appeal. He said (at page 105 of exhibit A):
Mrs Twaddell has been unable to provide any evidence that would
substantiate that Mr Twaddell has not been residing at [the
address]. The documentation provided by Mrs Twaddell does not
counter Housing NSW's evidence. It is also noted that a statutory
declaration has been supplied by the tenant at [the second
Ambarvale address] that refutes Mrs Twaddell's claim that Mr
Twaddell was residing there.

67

As already noted, it had never been claimed that Mr Twaddell was residing
at the second Ambarvale address.

68

The second decision-maker had other information which was not placed
before the first decision-maker. Apart from the three notices of
assessment from the Australian Taxation Office, there was a statement
from the occupier of the second Ambarvale address, who was evidently
contacted as foreshadowed in Rachel Weir's email dated 4 January 2011
(set out above). He stated that Raymond Twaddell had lived at his
address between 22 June 1987 and 14 June 1998, adding "I did the right
thing by the departmenr during that time (page 82 of exhibit A).
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69

Upon analysis, that statement ought to have reinforced Mrs Twaddell's
representation to the Corporation that the reason Raymond Twaddell had
not changed his address in RTA and other records after moving out from
her house was that he was not careful about such matters. The statement
tended to show that, although Raymond Twaddell left the second
Ambarvale address in June 1998, he was still receiving correspondence
about his superannuation at that address 1Oyears later.

Grounds of review of second decision
70

The grounds of review relied upon in respect of the second decision are:
(d)

The second decision is affected by error in that the officer
of the defendant who provided the decision-maker with her
formal recommendations denied the plaintiff natural justice
or procedural fairness in that the said officer criticised the
plaintiff for not providing "statutory declarations" in support
of her submission when the plaintiff was not asked to
provide "statutory declarations' when she was requested to
provide information to the defendant. The second decision
is accordingly invalid.

(e)

The second decision is affected by error in that the
decision-maker failed to understand the task or mistook the
nature of the task he sought to undertake in that:
i.

He failed to take into account the material adduced
by the plaintiff in that he failed to regard it as
"evidence";

ii.

He relied on "documentation" over and above any
other form of material in making his detemnination;

iii.

His duties in assessing or weighing up the material
before him miscarried in that he impermissibly
regarded the exercise as one where one set of
material had to "counter" the other material or be
'stronger';

iv.

He failed to understand the nature of the material
before him in that he asserted that the plaintiff had
made a "claim' about [the second Ambarvale
address), when she did no such thing.
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71

I doubt whether either of the review decisions, each of which merely
affirmed the decision under review, is properly regarded as a discrete
decision under the Housing Act. Nonetheless, for present purposes,
having regard to my primary conclusion as to ground 7(a), it is convenient
to assume, without deciding, that each is amenable to judicial review.

72

The Corporation submitted that the matters raised in grounds 7(d) and 7(e)
raise questions of weight as to which this Court cannot intervene. In my
view, there is force in that submission. The grounds relied upon amount,
in substance, to an invitation to review the merits of the decision. Ground
7(d) raises a discrete point alleging denial of procedural fairness but I do
not think there is any substance in that ground.

73

As already noted, it is difficult to understand the Corporation's reliance
upon the statement provided by the occupier of the second Ambarvale
address when it is clear, upon a review of the evidence, that Mr Twaddell
never pretended to have stayed at that house after he and Mrs Twaddell
separated in November 2006, but my impression on that issue descends
into the merits.

74

Notwithstanding my strong disagreement with the factual conclusions
reached by the Corporation on the material placed before it, I think I am
compelled to accede to the Corporation's submissions on this issue. Had
it been necessary for me to decide grounds 7(d) and (e), I would have
rejected those grounds.

External ("second-tier") review
75

After being notified of the outcome of the internal (first-tier) review
application, Mrs Twaddell lodged a "second level appeal" (page 109 of
exhibit A) to the Housing Appeals Committee. The second level review is
external in the sense that the application is made to a body external to the
Corporation, but the Corporation is not bound by any recommendation
made by that body.
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76

On 5 December 2011, the Committee concluded that the Corporation had
relied upon insufficient evidence in their decision that Raymond Twaddell
lived at Mrs Twaddell's premises between 2006 and 2010. The Committee
recommended that Mrs Twaddell's rental subsidy be reinstated.

77

For reasons that are at best inscrutable, the Corporation did not accede to
that recommendation (page 165 of exhibit A). The author of the
assessment of the review was Ms Cooney. She stated:
The arguments by HAC that HNSW has insufficient evidence is
interesting as in the report provided it advises that while there is
evidentry (sic} material to show a number of addresses there is no
clear evidence as to where he currently resides (rent receipts etc}.
HNSW is expected to accept that due to Mr Twaddell's poor
organisational skills and or carelessness re his Jiving
circumstances we must give the benefit of the doubt to the client.
I would argue that the evidentiary material provided by the client to
refute the allegation includes evidence that he resided as an
unauthorised occupant at another HNSW property in the [the
second Ambarvale address] for a period of 3 or more years 2003
to 2006 and again in 2007/8. He also accepted responsibility for
growing marijuana plants at his wife's property and was arrested
by the Police for same.
Regardless of the outstanding debt to HNSW the evidence
provided is clearly not credible as suggested by the HAC in fact it
demonstrates a history of defrauding and growing of illegal
substances in a property with children residing in it. Some of the
evidence does suggest that he may have resided in another
property [address provided] in 2010 but the earliest date on a
receipt is September 201 O after action had been taken by HNSW
against Mrs Twaddell and is therefore inadmissible.

78

Ms Cooney's analysis was sent by email to Mr Ken Bone at 4.13pm on 30
January 2012. Less than 47 minutes later, Mr Bone endorsed the
recommendation not to accept the recommendation of the Housing
Appeals Committee. The only remark recorded by Mr Bone upon
endorsing the recommendation was:
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I also note that many of the addressed super statements tendered
as evidence of him living elsewhere went to that address before
the relationship ended.
79

That remark reflected a continuation of the misapprehension as to the
relevance of the second Ambarvale address. A careful analysis of the
material before the Corporation by this time would have revealed that
Raymond Twaddell, having resided with the occupant of the second
Ambarvale address between 1987 and 1998, had never notified his
superannuation trustee that he no longer lived at that address. As already
noted, that evidence tended to reinforce, rather than undermine,
Mrs Twaddell's contention that the explanation for Mr Twaddell still having
her address as his nominated address for the purposes of licence and
motor vehicle registration was that he was not careful in the administration
of his personal affairs.

Grounds of review of third decision
80

81

The grounds for review relied upon in respect of the third decision are:

(f)

The third decision is affected by error in that the decision
maker took into account a report and recommendation by
an officer of the defendant, Gemma Cooney, Area Director,
who had earlier made adverse decisions against the
plaintiff and taken adverse action against her on 10 and 12
November 2012 and whose views about the plaintiff as
conveyed t the decision-maker were afflicted with
apprehended bias.

(g)

The third decision is affected by error in that the decision
maker failed to understand the task or mistook the nature
of the task he sought to undertake in that he failed to have
proper, genuine or realistic consideration to the report of
the Housing Appeals Committee.

As to ground (f), the Corporation submitted that the ground invoked the
wrong test. The decision-maker was Mr Ken Bone, not Ms Gemma
Cooney. Had it been necessary for me to determine this ground, I would
have accepted that submission. Further, it is doubtful whether a basis is
established for an objective observer to apprehend bias on the part of Ms
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Cooney. She certainly expressed robust views but that is not the same as
bias.
82

Curiously, as to ground (g), having contended that the decision-maker was
Mr Ken Bone, the Corporation seeks to invoke support from the analysis
made by Ms Cooney in her memorandum. The Corporation submitted that
the contention that there was no genuine proper and realistic consideration
given to the recommendation of the Housing Appeals Committee "cannot
stand in the light of what has been written by Ms Cooney".

83

Had it been necessary for me to determine ground 7(g), I would have
upheld that ground. In my view, Mr Bone wholly failed to give any proper
genuine or realistic consideration to the report of the Housing Appeals
Committee.

84

Mrs Twaddell submitted that, in order for the decision-maker to have
shown a proper realistic and genuine consideration of the decision, there
must have been demonstrated some "active intellectual process" of
engagement by him in relation to the relevant issue: Lafu v Minister for
Immigration and Citizenship (2009) 112 ALD1; [2009) FCAFC 140 at [47]

and [52] and [54] (Lindgren, Rares and Foster JJ); Telstra Corporation v
Australian Competition Tribunals (2009) 175 FCR 201 at 242.

85

The terms of Mr Bone's decision reveal the most cursory analysis of the
matters he was required to consider. I do not think it can fairly be
concluded, on the strength of the material before me, that there was any
active intellectual process in Mr Bone's endorsement of Ms Cooney's
recommendation.

86

In any event, the application ultimately falls to be determined in
accordance with my conclusion as to ground 7(a). The orders I propose
are:
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(1)

An order in the nature of certiorari quashing the decision
notified on or about 4 January 2011 purporting to cancel the
plaintiffs rental rebate ("the purported cancellation decision");

(2)

An order in the nature of certiorari quashing the decision
notified on or about 4 January 2011 purporting to require the
plaintiff to pay a debt of $12,235.79 to the Corporation ("the
purported debt decision");

(3)

An order in the nature of prohibition, prohibiting the
defendant from acting upon the purported cancellation
decision or the purported debt decision;

(4)

An order that the defendant pay the plaintiff's costs as
agreed or assessed.
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